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Background 

Following the invitation by STATE & CONSERVATION 11-2019, EG MAMA 14-2020 discussed how a 
Precautionary Approach Level (PAL) can be set for individual seal populations in the Baltic Sea. As a result of 
these discussions and an intersessional effort by EG MAMA, EG MAMA 14-2020 drafted an initial statement 
on establishing PAL for seal populations in the Baltic Sea, which was subsequently presented to STATE & 
CONSERVATION 13-2020. 

STATE & CONSERVATION 13-2020 took note of the statement and concluded that if PAL can only be set 
retrospectively, this impairs both the functionality of the Recommendation 27-28/2 and its use for active 
management purposes. The meeting thus agreed that a more in-depth discussion is needed regarding PAL 
between EG MAMA and S&C representatives, which were discussed at an intersessional meeting of the State 
& Conservation on marine mammal indicators (STATE & CONSERVATION 13E-2021). 

STATE & CONSERVATION 13E-2021 invited the relevant EG MAMA experts to produce a more detailed 
document for STATE & CONSERVATION 14-2021 explaining the issue (i.e., to outline on the pros and cons for 
the two different approaches for defining the PAL threshold for the three Baltic seal species to obtain further 
guidance on where to go with these thresholds) and a description of what is realistically needed to 
operationalize PAL. This document summarizes the information submitted to STATE&CONSERVATION 14-
2021, outlining some key issues in establishing precautionary approach level for seals in the Baltic Sea to 
provide background on further discussions on the recommendation 27-28/2. 

After considering these cavaeats, STATE & CONSERVATION 14-2021 invited EG MAMA to prepare an updated 
and detailed project proposal for submission to STATE & CONSERVATION 15-2021 and agreed to come back 
to the issue for in depth discussion and review of the viability of the project plan at that meeting. The meeting 
noted that should the project plan not be considered viable, other options for progressing on the issue of 
PAL may need to be considered, including opening the Recommendation for revision.  Drawing on these 
previous discussions on the topic, EG MAMA 15-2021 is invited to discuss the meaningfulness of the concept 
of PAL, with the options of either rejecting the concept based on unacceptable uncertainties in estimating 
the abundance at which density dependence sets in on a population-wide basis, or to produce an exercise 
with possibly untenable assumptions underpinning the assessment. 

Action requested 
The Meeting is invited to discuss the meaningfulness of the concept of PAL and if needed, to consider 
alternative options for the precautionary approach level for seals and a way forward.  
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Establishing precautionary approach level for Seals in the Baltic Sea 
This document has previously been submitted to STATE&CONSERVATION 14-2021 (document 4J-2) 

The precautionary approach level (PAL) is defined as the population abundance level where productivity is 
maximized. In other words, this is the level of abundance just before density dependent effects set in and 
reduce the productivity of a population. This is the theoretical inflection point at which a population will go 
from the exponential growth phase to an asymptotic growth phase. When the population is above PAL, the 
abundance will grow towards the carrying capacity of the environment (K) with a declining rate (in the 
absence of further pressures). The PAL for seals is expected to be in the range of 50-80% of K. 

According to Recommendation 27-28/2, a priority area of HELCOM SEAL EG (now HELCOM EG MAMA) is to 
quantify Limit Reference Level (LRL), PAL and Target Reference Level (TRL) for Baltic seal populations. These 
levels guide the management of seals in the HELCOM area according to Recommendation 27-28/2. In 2015, 
EG MAMA (then SEAL EG) commented that “it is not possible to define a Precautionary Approach Level until 
the populations are close to carrying capacity”. This led to the proposal of SEAL EG in 2016 to that the issue 
with defining PAL should be mentioned in the evaluation of Recommendation 27/28-2. 

Following the discussion at STATE & CONSERVATION 13E-2021, two main issues have arisen related to PAL: 

The actual population sizes, mainly for grey seals, and the time for detecting changes in abundance at 
different exponential growth rates. 

Harding et al. (2007) have published work analyzing time to detection of a change in the trend. Only 
Swedish census data from 1999 - 2003 have been used in the study. Since 2000, censuses throughout the 
Baltic Sea have been significantly better synchronized and the data series used are much longer. 

It is proposed to repeat this analysis, including the analysis by different marine regions, which would 
provide more accurate results on both overall and regional growth rates and the time needed to identify 
them. 

One way to estimate the actual size of the population is to mark the animals with telemetric flipper tags, 
which can be used to know the activity of seals and the migration between different haul-outs during the 
moulting period. Based on the moulting censuses, the minimum population size and its increasing trend 
have been estimated. Telemetry and Photo-ID studies no not cover this period. 

The above knowledge would help to specify the minimum period required for the registration of PAL and 
provide an indication of the possible actual population size. 

The caveats with regard to estimation of PAL mentioned in the previous document from EG MAMA 
(document 3-1 to STATE&CONSERVATION 13E-2021) will still apply to such a project. 

Unfortunately, it is not possible to develop a specific and complex project plan in this short period of time, 
but it could be outlined during intersessional work of EG MAMA Seal population Abundance and 
Distribution groups and presented at the next EG MAMA meeting. 
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